
ATTENTION! 
Chest, waist and hip sizes are measured on the body. ‚Arm length sweater‘ and ‚length sweater‘ are measured 
on the sweaters!

Chest

Arm length 
sweater

Length 
sweater

Waist

Hip

 
 XS    76cm  58cm  87cm  55cm  60cm

 XS- Tall   76cm  58cm  87cm  59cm  65cm

 S    82cm  66cm  93cm  56cm  61cm 
 
  S-Tall    82cm  66cm  93cm  60cm  66cm 

  M    90cm  74cm  99cm  57cm  62cm 

  M-Tall    90cm  74cm  99cm  61cm  67cm 

  L    98cm  82cm  105cm  58cm  63cm 

  L-Tall    98cm  82cm  105cm  62cm  68cm 
 
 
 XL    106cm  90cm  111cm  59cm  64cm 
 
 
XL-Tall    106cm  90cm  111cm  63cm  69cm

Arm length  
sweater

    Chest            Waist            Hip                          length sweater

SIZE GUIDE WOMEN



HOW TO MEASURE:
CHEST
Measure around your own chest and write down your size in cm.
WAIST
Measure around your own waist and write down your size in cm. Your waist is the narrow part between 
your hips and ribs. Don‘t hold in your tummy! 
HIP
Measure around your own hip and write down your size in cm. Your hip is the largest part of  your but-
tocks.
SLEEVE LENGTH 
Measure your own arm length. Measure from the top of  your shoulder (where your collarbone ends) 
to just past your wrist bone to where you would like your sleeve to end. Always slightly bend the elbow 
when measuring to allow for extra ease. 
LENGTH SWEATER
Measure from the highest point of  your shoulder (its where your neckline begins) straight down to whe-
re you measured your hip line. (Most of  the time this is a few centimetres below your belt.)

After you measured, look at the size guide. The chest and hip sizes are more important than your waist 
size! After you know your size, look at the length sizes. Are you a better fit for a TALL or a normal 
size? The length sizes on the size guide are measure on the sweaters, so these are the lengths you‘ll get!



 
 XS    82cm  70cm  79cm  61,5cm 67cm

 XS- Tall   82cm  70cm  79cm  61,5cm 73cm

 S    90cm  78cm  87cm  62cm  68cm 
 
  S-Tall    90cm  78cm  87cm  68,5cm 74cm 

  M    98cm  86cm  95cm  62,5cm 69cm 

  M-Tall    98cm  86cm  95cm  69cm  75cm 

  L    106cm  94cm  103cm  63cm  70cm 

  L-Tall    106cm  94cm  103cm  69,5cm 76cm 
 
 
 XL    114cm  102cm  111cm  63,5cm 71cm 
 
 
XL-Tall    114cm  102cm  111cm  70cm  77cm

Arm length  
sweater

    Chest            Waist            Hip                          length sweater

SIZE GUIDE MEN

ATTENTION! 
Chest, waist and hip sizes are measured on the body. ‚Arm length sweater‘ and ‚length sweater‘ are measured 
on the sweaters!

Chest

Arm 
length 
sweater

Waist

Hip

Length 
sweater



HOW TO MEASURE:
CHEST
Measure around your own chest and write down your size in cm.
WAIST
Measure around your own waist and write down your size in cm. Your waist is the narrow part between 
your hips and ribs. Don‘t hold in your tummy! 
HIP
Measure around your own hip and write down your size in cm. Your hip is the largest part of  your but-
tocks.
SLEEVE LENGTH 
Measure your own arm length. Measure from the top of  your shoulder (where your collarbone ends) 
to just past your wrist bone to where you would like your sleeve to end. Always slightly bend the elbow 
when measuring to allow for extra ease. 
LENGTH SWEATER
Measure from the highest point of  your shoulder (its where your neckline begins) straight down to whe-
re you measured your hip line. (Most of  the time this is a few centimetres below your belt.)

After you measured, look at the size guide. The chest and hip sizes are more important than your waist 
size! After you know your size, look at the length sizes. Are you a better fit for a TALL or a normal 
size? The length sizes on the size guide are measure on the sweaters, so these are the lengths you‘ll get!


